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ABSTRACT 

Today there are so many development in the modern world,  in which cinema, arts, entertainment and cultural 

activities are the major component of the people happiness and entertainment  sectors rather than other things 

.In this ways, the youngsters are dedicating their full-fledged skills in the entertainment sectors with aim to 

popularise the modern theatres in public places .Which makes people to understand ,estimate and participate in 

the politics, education, agricultural and other social sectors  development .Apart from these fields, the youngsters 

are gaining so much famous ,popularity, prominence and reward in the modern world in the public palaces  on 

account of  their hard work and dynamic stamina which comes from their achieving ambitions .This ambitions 

are aimed at goal is to attain their dream in the cinema and non-cinema sectors ,by which they become popular 

by their good entertainment programmes  are seen in public by the public people directly in the cinema theatre. 

All their outstanding inventions and performances in the modern theatres are being so much useful for make an 

amicable atmosphere in which all people able to be laughing with peaceful face structure.  

Key Words: Youngster role, Public Happiness, Entertainment Programmes, Skills Exposing and popularity

INTRODUCTION 

The major tenets and doctrines of the this 

study is to analyse ,evaluate ,assessing 

,comparing and indicating the performance 

of the youngster’s dynamic entertainment 

programmes and role of the modern 

theatres developments in the daily wager to 

upper peoples life improvement would be 

discussed elaborately with the help of the 

both primary sources and secondary 

sources supports .In this manner this study 

was primarily designed to meddle into the 

youngsters aptitude on development 

modern theatres through their s creative 

entertainment programes for produce and 

make a prudent and progressive community 
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without violence. Altogether, chosen aim of 

this study is to usefulness and 

meaningfulness of the present youngster’s 

energy and modern theatres development in 

advancing and modernising society and 

governance would be discussed mainly in 

this study 

Cinema as an innovation was introduced in 

1897 in Tamil Nadu by an English man, M. 

Edwards, who screened shorts such as ‘The 

Arrival of a Train at La Coitat’(1896) and 

‘La Sortie des Usines Lumiere’ (1895), in 

the Victoria Public Hall in Chennai . This 

new media attracted large number of 

audiences and quickly more number of 

screenings were organized in other parts of 

the city. The arrival of drama films from the 

west inspired the locals to adopt the 

technology and churn out films based on 

their own stories.  

In 1916, Natarajan Mudaliar founded the 

first studio in South India and made his first 

film “Keechakavatham” (The slaying of 

Keechakan), based on a mythological story 

from Hindu religion. Soon more films were 

made by other film makers, and the 

numbers of films made during the period 

between 1916 to 1934 in south India, was 

about 124 films. Even during the Silent era 

of cinema, the 124 films made set out to 

address the issues of untouchability, temple 

entry, temperance and nationalism. 

 With the arrival of sound in the year 1931, 

production of films increased with an 

assured Tamil audience as their base for 

business. The first full-length Tamil talkie 

was. With the arrival of talkies, stage actors 

and troupes migrated to the film studios. 

They brought the dramatic structure, music 

and style of acting from the stage 

.According to Stephen Hughes, professor of 

Anthropology and 

Sociology at the School of Oriental and 

African Studies, University of London, on 

the origins of cinema in colonial Madras, 

with the advent of sound, mythological 

films too had an infusion of subtle political 

ideologies especially against the British 

regime to attract masses. He says cinema, 

even at its nascent stage, was the best 

platform to spread and share intellectual 

thoughts as the industry was a melting-pot 

of literary and music activities. 

 The themes of social reforms like 

alcoholism ruining families, elevation of 

downtrodden people, removal of 

untouchability, the evils of domestic 

violence, were found along with the 

ideologies of the freedom struggle 

movement in Tamil films. Even though 

direct political content was restricted in 
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films, the films were geared towards 

provoking political action. Filmmakers had 

to struggle a lot as the British government 

was not in favour of cinema, even if it dealt 

only with social issues as the British 

considered social reforms as part of 

independence movement. Hence, Tamil 

cinema as a medium even in its infancy was 

used as a platform to question authority 

Traditionally youth have been placed in a 

vital role of modern theatre developments. 

Their originality performances of arts 

making good image to be modern theatre’s 

development. Past several years’ 

youngsters talents and achievements in 

modern theatre developments are 

unforgettable remarks.  

Which fostering its interest to be butting 

ever since with the shadow of youngsters 

endeavours on modern theatre is 

inseparable organs of modern 

entertainment sectors, its role towards 

making entertainment sectors and roles 

towards  making a happily society which 

has been most lovable one by the public 

people. Since dawn of this world or cosmic, 

arts and performance have been integral 

part of the people‘s social activities. 

Because, people born with the sense of 

taste, humour enjoyment, entertainment, 

discussion, listening and performance.  

All these their innate possessiveness 

urges them to orchestrated arts and 

performances on modern’s theatre. So, 

youngsters calibres from ancient period to 

contemporary period crossed so many 

achievement in the entertainment sectors 

.Modern theatres is glorified owing to the 

youngster’s plethora of achievements since 

inception of the arts and pleasure oriented 

performance . 

The youngster‘s active energetic 

performances in modern theatre has been 

contributed much for social integrity and 

progress with lot of praise .Their skills and 

strategy has lifted the entertainment sectors 

and its defendants since old age periods to 

present  periods. People never would be 

without enjoyment and caricature, for 

which the youngster naturally gifted huge 

energy secretly all those secret energy is 

used to orchestrate on modern theatre for 

the social happiness. 

Therefore, the youngster are the major 

source of the modern theatre developments 

which influences on social happiness and 

strengthens public entertainments. 

Altogether, the modern theatre emerged 

duet the youngster’s predominant energy 

utilised for the people’s please sure as well 

as social peaceful developments. Therefore 

the youngster’s active contribution on 
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modern theatre since ancient period to the 

present period, all their outstanding 

entertainment performances made a 

significant meryfull social settings in the 

civil settings. In fact, today’s people 

peaceful, joyful, humours and joking life 

are given by the Modern theatre’s 

entertainment programmes through the 

dynamic performances of youngsters on 

various myth, legend and stories as these 

are able to make an eternal and ineffaceable 

soul happiness in the people life. 

Literature review  

Raina 2001. A decade after globalization, 

there was revival in Tamil cinema where 

again the directors returned to realistic 

cinema. From the urban setting of the 

1990s, the Tamil cinema after 2000 looked 

for alternatives and viewers were also 

seeking fresh alternatives. The decades 

beginning in 2000 saw films venturing back 

to the villages. “The movement towards 

realistic cinema might have begun with 

‘Kaadhal' in 2003 and by 2007, many script 

writers had moved in this direction, thus 

coming up with ventures like 

‘Paruthiveeran' and ‘Subramaniapuram’. 

According to Raina (2001), the films in the 

new millennium and after are not about 

convincing the audience that the imaginary 

was real, but it was about convincing the 

viewers that the real is imaginary. 

Venugopal 2011. In his book on the history 

of Tamil cinema, film director and industry 

insider Muktha V. Srinivasan categorizes 

phases of development in Tamil films 

(Made. He says the first period i.e., during 

1931-1950, Tamil cinema narratives were 

dominated by Hindu mythology and folk 

stories, the second phase i.e., during 1951-

1975, Tamil cinema narratives were based 

on melodrama. The third phase i.e., 

between the years 1976 and 1985, Tamil 

cinema moved to realism, and also anti-

sentimentality and anti-establishment films 

defined the stories of this era. The fourth 

period (1985-1993), according to him, was 

marked by gratuitous violence and sex (The 

fifth period (1993 - 2000) saw the 

valourisation of traditionalism, family 

values, sanctity of relationship. The sixth 

period beginning in 2000 saw films 

venturing back to the villages, a movement 

towards realistic cinema.  

 

Maderya 2010. Throughout history, Tamil 

cinema had a diverse function, role and a 

lasting impact on its viewers. In her article 

‘The Role of Cinema -Framing Cinematic 

Indians within the Social Construction of 

Place’, Cynthia-Lou Coleman infers that 
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Harold Laswell mass media theory, which 

states that media provides five-fold 

functions - surveillance, correlation and 

transmission functions - acting as 

watchdogs of government (surveillance), 

interpreters of events (correlation) and 

conveyers of norms, myths and values 

(transmission), are the roles befitting 

cinema as it provides multiple functions of 

surveillance, correlation, transmission, 

economic, entertainment and the 

construction and conveyance of social 

meanings observable in cultural artifacts  

Coleman 2005. From the history of Tamil 

cinema, one can say that Tamil cinema has 

performed all the above mentioned 

functions and is still going strong. Films, as 

a mass medium, have the power to 

entertain, educate, reflect and shape our 

sense of who we are and our understanding 

of the world in which we live in. In Tamil 

Nadu, films “play a big role in raising 

consciousness of the masses and 

transforming perceptions and motivating 

social action” .Cinema as an art form is 

steeped in the cultural practices of a society 

and also a dominant entity that influences 

the culture, values and beliefs of its 

audiences. Tracing the trends in the 

narratives of Tamil cinema historically, one 

can conclude that Tamil cinema has been a 

direct reflection of the socio-political 

cultural milieu of Tamil Nadu across the 

decades.  

Baskaran 2009.Cinema was introduced in 

India during the British colonial regime and 

“cinema houses emerged as the first 

democratic space where anyone could get 

in and be together for a few hours, with a 

common purpose, without the distinction of 

caste, class or religion”. Even in the 

production of a film, this stratification was 

nullified as people from various arts came 

together and worked together with a single 

goal of producing a good film.  

Gokulsing 2004. The nullification of 

stratification and the emergence of a new 

mass culture through this power visual 

media of cinema were seen as a threat by 

the upper classes of the society in India 

from the very beginnings of the 

introduction of cinema in India. Watching 

cinema was not approved by the upper and 

dominant classes of society and even it was 

considered as a vice like drinking and 

smoking.  

Srinivasan 2015.The educated classes, 

who were part of the administration in the 

government, set about regulating and 

controlling cinema. Firstly, in the form of 

regulation of the actual space - the cinema 

houses itself - and secondly, control over 

what was screened in cinema houses, in the 
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form of film censorship. As cinema 

mediated the social and political concerns 

of the people and cinema houses brought 

disparate group of people together in one 

place, censorship became an important 

instrument of political control in the hands 

of the alert British government and 

subsequently in the hands of the Indian 

government after independence. 

Research Gap 

This study is an unique study because, 

nobody has been done priorly on any 

project, thesis and dissertation .Therefore, 

this study is a newly designed study, which 

was made according the present trend of 

India’s social development and people 

interest on entertainment sectors .Based on 

this doctrines this study has yielded a 

filtered research gap which is ,the 

youngster’s entertainment role in modern 

theatres have been even still now as a great 

way and tools to all kinds of changes in the 

India’s governances and social 

developments. 

Objective of the Study  

 To comprehend its historical origin  

 To fathom out modern theatre’s 

interest and objective 

 To understand the role of 

youngster’s in modern theatre 

developments  

 To analyse its usefulness for the 

common people happy 

development 

 To examine its relevance to social 

entertainment  programme 

 To assess and evaluate its effective 

contribution in motivating 

entertainment works for the people 

humorous and peaceful 

development without violence. 

Research Questions 

 How the youngsters are 

contributing to the Modern theatre 

developments 

 Why this study  is focusing about 

the Role of Youngsters on Modern 

theatre development? 

 What would be outcome of this 

study’s achievement?  

 What is the significance of the 

modern theatres development and 

youngster’s role in the 

entertainment sectors? 

 What is the outcome of the both 

modern theatre’s development and 

youngster role in the social 

development?  

 How both  are useful in people’s 

life? 
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 How do it Casues social, cultural 

and political changes in the social 

life? 

Conceptualisation of the Study 

Since dawn of the world systems, the 

attitude of making entertainment 

programme, arts, humour, joke fun, hobbies 

and other drama and folklore hobbits 

among the youngsters have been unique 

one in the Indian Social systems .Their 

creative role and talents in modern theatre 

developments have been contributing lot 

for the social peaceful development, happy 

people life and keep people laughing 

without hardship in the social systems. 

Indeed, it promotes a healthy happy society 

by the youngster hardworking in the 

entertainment sectors with dedicated and 

painstaking efforts for make people smile 

and happy. Through which there are 

happened lot of political changes, cultural 

shift, economic progress and social 

modernisations, for all these developments 

the great entertainment programmative role 

of the Youngers have elevated and 

highlighted the modern theatre for the 

people appreciation and promoting 

happiness in civilian life structure. 

 

 

Hypothesis of Study 

Apart from the several 

developments in a country as well as in the 

society, the Youngster’s role in the modern 

theatre developments , cinema industry and 

serials and entertainment performances 

with the help of the performing arts have 

established a peculiar hallmark of social 

changes in the India’s social settings .Their 

roles in the Indian modern theatre history 

have made entire artist family to be 

honoured by the public people owing to 

their prop-people happy programmes 

conducted at the functions, festivals and 

popularising events . Its role in making of 

politics, happy society, economic 

development, cultural development, 

personality developments, modernisations, 

globalisation and shining social structure 

have contributed to emerge a good India as 

well as created positive developments 

toward modern theatres development.  

The Youngsters are being as a main current 

of overall developments in India in which 

their fancy attractive entertainment 

performance have been strengthened 

India’s social system lot .Thereby 

youngsters entertainment performances 

have influenced lot in the people life 

positively because, people feel happy in 

their daily life of driving, agricultural, 
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mason, painter constructor, porter, daily 

wager, street vendor and other so many 

labours. 

Methodology 

This study astutely have fallen in 

descriptive study (qualitative 

methodology), which will deeply and 

meticulously explore its interest and 

objective in this study based on the support 

of existing qualitative studies supports. 

This method will highlight about its 

emergence, developments and 

achievements in modern theatre owing to 

youngsters cinematic and entertainment 

performances. 

Data Collection 

Since this study touch qualitative method it 

will be strengthened with the help of 

secondary sources energy. The candidate 

has been visited the various libraries for 

collect data such as :Madras University 

Library, Pondicherry University Library, 

Presidency college library, Chennai 

Kannimara library ,JNU Library 

,Hyderabad University library and 

personally the candidate has met the 

singers, Public entertainers, mushing 

programmers and other so many caricature 

programmers. To strengthen this study the 

candidate has collected data from the Indian 

Council for Cultural Organisation, Indian 

Ministry for External affairs ,Indian 

folklore organisations, Indian Cultural 

Programme organisation ,Indian Street 

dancer organisation and South India’s  

cinema organisation .The candidate has 

collected several secondary dada like 

magazine ,Articles , books , govt reports, 

Monograph, Newspapers Cuttings, meeting 

observation and discussion with studies 

related professors and entertainment 

programmer. 

Limitations of the Study 

This study strictly falls in the sphere of 

Youngsters role in Modern theatre 

developments and its implications to the 

social development. Which sincerely 

attempts to discusses the impact of 

Youngsters role in modern theatre and its 

contribution to the people‘s happily life. 

This work is pertinent to discuss about the 

how fare Youngsters dynamic 

entertainment performance in all modern 

theatres have contributed for the people’s 

happy life in the Indian social systems. 

Additionally, it attempts to highlight how 

fare it was utilised for the socio, economic, 

cultural, and political and entertainment 

development purpose in the Indian soil 

since ancient period to present time would 

be detailed discussed. 
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